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Thanks so much Laura.
I have attached three documents
‐ First is the pending lawsuit against the City of Thousand Oaks
‐ Second is my request for ADA Accommodation submitted in October of 2019
‐ Third, the transcript from the Monterey Water District refusing to install the water smart meters.
‐ Finally, the filed protest against the Thousand Oaks Settlement with respect to water meters. I will be
referring to them during general comments, so I appreciate you having the councilmen and women
receive it before my comments.
Best
Mandy Jacob
President
United States Issues Reform
http://unitedissuesreform.org/united‐states/
Phone: (805) 222 4702
Disclaimer
This email provides information only and is not intended to offer legal advice. I do not offer legal advice, only information based
on my previous experience. I am by no means telling you what do simply relaying information. All information contained herein content, links, and materials, are for
general information only. Also, the information included in
this email may not be up-to-date. No representations of the content are made indicating
that the content is error-free.
Readers
in need of legal advice should contact their lawyers, litigators, or attorneys
directly, to obtain advice with respect to any particular matter. In reading
this email, you should refrain from acting, or not acting, on the basis of
this information without first seeking legal advice from counsel.
Your interpretation
of the information contained herein, and its potentially appropriate
application to your own personal situation, can only be determined and/or
assured by your individual attorney.
Reading
this email or any of the links or resources contained within it, by no means
creates a consultant-client relationship between the reader and author or the
author’s organization. All liability with respect to actions taken or not taken
based on the contents of this information is hereby expressly disclaimed.
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Dear Mayor or Entire Council and City or County Manager,
I am writing this letter as a formal request to initiate a meaningful and interactive disabled rights dialogue
for accommodation and modification of your policy for siting placement of EMF-emitting devices and
infrastructure in the public right of way. I am disabled by ‘too near’ proximity to EMF emitting devices
and have come to realized you have no policy under which I can exercise my Fair Housing protected
rights at 42 U.S.C. 3604(f)(1)(B), (2)(A) &(3)(B). Your current telecom policy places me under an
imminent threat to the loss of my disabled rights and Fair Housing rights to access of my home. You are
required under California’s equivalencies to provide for me an ADA qualified process and must refrain
from discriminatory and unequal treatment and conditioning to delivery of services on the basis of my
disability.
Contrary to recent practices against persons disabled by Electromagnetic Sensitivity (EMS) there is no
new federal directive or preemptive statue that supports the dissolving of my disabled rights to due
process on this matter. ADA and Fair Housing are simultaneously enforceable by readily achievable
means that are reasonable under the 1996 Telecommunications Act (TCA). A fair read of the TCA can
show anyone who wants to know that your state and local authority to accommodate me are preserved in
several places in the TCA. For example, section 601(c) titled “Federal State and Local Law” indicates at
subsection (a), there is “No Implied Effect” such that the TCA dissolves normal policing powers of local
instrumentalities. Several recent court rulings in the DC federal appeals court and in California courts
support that Congress did not intend the TCA to interfere local enforcement duties, like ADA and Fair
Housing. Further, the TCA specifically adopts the ADA’s meanings section, 42 USC 12102(2)(A),
directly into its regulatory scheme at 47 USC 255. Therefore, any dispute over deprivation of disabled
rights must be resolved by the statute that created the right in the first place, namely the ADA). Since the
TCA has no authority or expertise to resolve federal matters like fundamental rights then ADA’s solution
process is implicitly adopted. Further, since simultaneous enforcement of all three federal Acts (TCA,
ADA and Fair Housing) can coexist, resolution of my request will not impair TCA’s goals and will not
“actually” overcome limitations at TCA’s 332(c)(7)(B). I am not asking to ‘regulate’ all placements and
therefore do not invoke any “environmental effects” objections. My request is non-regulatory, and “on the
basis” of my medical condition. Any reasonable policy modification “decision regarding placement” as an
accommodation for me will not fall under an aggregate regulatory action defined under ‘effects’.
I request that you suspend any action involving placement of EMF-emitting infrastructure within a 2640
ft radius around my home 1963 Roadrunner Ave, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 until such time you can
complete a meaningful and interactive dialogue with me. I encourage your office to review the ADA’s
new standards adopted in October 2016 meant to “broadly apply” the ADA to the greatest extent
allowable under the law (see ADA Amendment Act’s New Rule found at the following site address:
https://federalregister.gov/a/2016-17417 ).
Please provide me a secure portal for my HIPPA protected documents. At that time, I will forward to you
my doctor’s letter, which qualifies me for the accommodation I have requested. I am under imminent
threat by the failure of your telecom right of way policy to include me, and therefore must request you
reply within 10 working days to initiate an ADA process for accommodation and policy modification.
Sincerely,
Disabled Rights Complainant
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www.mpwmd.net
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District
The Water Management District serves approximately 112,000 people within the cities of
Carmel-by-the-Sea, Del Rey Oaks, Monterey, Pacific Grove, Seaside, Sand City, Monterey
Peninsula Airport District and portions of unincorporated Monterey County including Pebble
Beach, Carmel Highlands and Carmel Valley. Our sources of revenue include but are not
limited to; property tax, user fees, water connection charges, investments, grants, permit fees
and project reimbursements.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_vpDeZ5C7U&feature=youtu.be
Transcript
4:33:25 begins after public comment
General Counsel Laredo:
You don't have time to delay providing direction. The district has already weighed in based
upon the direction that was provided in summer of last year, in June and July, and testimony
has been provided. You still have time to modify the district's position but that time is very
fleeting. That's why I asked if you continue this discussion for tonight. If we, the district does
modify its position, that must be communicated to the CPUC in a very short fashion.
Our original testimony has been lodged with the PUC and we did provide testimony in support
of Cal-Am's proposal. That can be changed. That can be changed wholesale. It can be
change in part. You can approve the Smart Meter installation but modify the cost sharing
provisions in whole or in part as has been discussed, but I do believe it is timely to do so
now....[he made comments about me, disagreeing with me, and telling the board they do not
have the authority to do a cease and desist or require Cal-Am to remove Smart Meters which
I requested]
The focus of this discussion is what is the position that this district board wants to espouse to
the PUC.
Director Byrne
I think one of the speakers had a good point in this kind of an investment, when we're in the
middle of accepting whether we should be buying them out. – that was a very good point. And
I wanted to ------------ what Director Riley was saying.
Director. Riley
First of all, even if the full installation, every customer would have to ask to be informed of the
information. It's in the document provided by the PUC, I mean, by the Cal-Am technical expert
– that it will enable customers to get this information but they still have to register and ask for
the information. So there's nothing automatic, even though it's installed.
Another point, they've identified through their pilot project a category of meters that are – 5
different categories – four of those categories will need some treatment, but one of those are
already AMI compatible and would not require any new attention or change. That number
represents 23% of the meters. This according to Cal-Am's own information.
So they want to charge100% of the customers that will benefit, and 23% will not even have
3

the benefit of what they're installing. That on p. 213 of their testimony.
Another thing: I looked at the samples, examples in Ventura and Monterey as well as the city
of Sacramento that they cited in their report. In all of those categories of savings, the only
savings they can identify are leaks. They can't identify any other benefit beyond that. They
said there's potential benefit because you can manage your water use. We already know
what we need to do about water. We already know conservation, and this is an additional
expense, a huge expense, in order to manage the reduced use we already have.
I did a calculation to show that the conservation program that we already have at the district
can save 70 acre feet per year. Their own data suggests that they can save somewhere
between 30 and 45 acre feet per year. A $27M investment to save half of what we already can
prove that we can save through the conservairon programs and the rebate program.
I think this is a program we should no longer support. I go back to our attorney's
recommendation. We cannot act...there is no action that we can take to make something
happen, but we can sure withdraw our support for smart meters.
Time and time again, they've made reference to undetected leaks, undetected leaks. Hasn't
that been a campaign for the last 10 years in this whole district? And they're going to
superimpose another expense to do the same thing that we've been doing for 10 years? I
think it's a waste.
They talk about lessons learned. They do not cite, they do not report any savings in meter
reader costs. They do not cite anything for that but they do make a reference to more data
collectors that may be needed to provide, to protect them against damages.. So I lose them in
their logic.
The other thing I want to say, and this is my last point, because it's on p. 246, they cite a
calculation on what it costs to justify the $70 opt-out and the $13. These are identical number
to what the PG&E uses. $70 for an opt-out and $13 a month. These numbers look so phony
to me. And you go down and look at the details and it's impossible for me to believe that
there's any credibility in those numbers. I just think they did the calculations, I mean they did
the analysis in order to justify $70 and $13.
I would hope that our district refuses to support this Smart Meter program anymore.
Director Byrne(?)
Director Riley, is that a motion?
Director Riley
That's a motion.
Do we have a second?
Director Byrne
Yes
Chair Edwards
4

Vice Chair, do you second that?
Director Byrne
Yes
Director Evans
I have a few discussion points, a few comments on the second, Chair.
You know, I'm not an expert in the EMF items. I'm not an expert in meters. I don't understand
the whole frequency or how a meter interacts with Wi-Fi, interacts with other meters and all of
that. I'm not saying there is or is not an issue with that because I don't know, and we have not
heard from any experts in this.
And I feel that by supporting Smart Meters that we're accepting that there is no risk from EMF
radiation. And I think there may be. And there are people that have sensitivities to it, whether
you know any or agree that that is a legitimate disability, that is irrelevant. And you can't deny
their authenticity of experience. And I think that to allow everything that we do where there are
accommodations for those who are disabled, that cost is borne by the owner. And I think that
for those that do not want a Smart Meter, whether it is for a sensitivity disability or not, that
cost should be borne by the owner and not by the individual.
By forcing this kind of device on them without any scientific data to back up any health issues,
I think is irresponsible of us to support that. So I also agree that we should withdraw our
support for these meters.. We should withdraw our support for the meters, and if they do end
up going forward with that, we should advocate that the costs for opt-out be borne by the
company and not by the users.
Director Hoffman:
Having been a water utility manager and dealing with the transition to these meters, it's, for
me, it's important to recognize that people have issues with the electromagnetic issues and
sensitivities that they have.
That being said, I go back to, I think.... Counsel was mentioning and that is what our
jurisdiction is in this regard. And to that effect, the CPUC and Cal-Am.
So, I think that our weighing in on the appropriateness or not appropriateness of the use of
Smart Meters is beyond what our legislative mandate is and what our responsibility is as
within the legislative intent of water management district.
And again, I just don't want to downplay the concerns and the public health aspects that some
folks have with respect to electromagnetic concerns but again at the same time, I think it's
beyond the scope of what we should be weighing in on and we should focus on our _____.
Director Potter
I agree with Gary..My bandwidth is waning even as we speak given the length of the meeting.
But I do think that my concern is more with the fiscal impacts to the users versus the EMF
issues which I'd agree with Director Evans, I'm not qualified to comment on. But fiscally I'm
concerned about the impacts. I will support the motion.
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Chair Edwards:
Mr Laredo, what kind of trouble are we getting into here?
General Counsel Laredo
This district has submitted testimony but I believe that we still have the ability to modify that.
We have reasons, if you support this motion, we have reasons to articulate as to why it's
being changed. We'll try to do it in such a way that it does not harm our credibility.
It will take a bit of a hit. Any time you enunciate a position and modify it, it does take away
from your credibility, but I believe that we have reasons to justify this.
Director Evans:
Chair, final thought. I recognize that our counsel says that our credibility will take a hit, but I
think that if we do not act with more information, when more information changes what has
been thought of in the past, we have no credibility. So if we gain information that enables us
or directs us to change our opinion and we don't do it because we're afraid somebody will be
offended when we change our opinion, I think that that ruins our credibility even more. So I
just wanted to throw that out there.
Chair Edwards:
Okay, let's call for the question.
...
Director Evans:
Arlene, could you restate the motion just for clarity?
Board Clerk Arlene Tavani:
The motion is we do not support the installation of Smart Meters.
Director Adams
We do not support Smart Meters.
Director Byrne
Is inclusion of not charging for opting out part of that motion?
...
Board Clerk Arlene Tavani
Could you restate the amendment?
Director Riley
Withdraw our support for Smart Meters, including the cost for opting out.
…
[There was additional back and forth. The staff restated it as withdraw support for AMI in this
rate case, but this is what Director Riley put forth as a motion]
Final vote was 6-1
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
PROTEST OF NINA BEETY TO JOINT MOTION FOR ADOPTION OF A SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN
CALIFORNIA-AMERICAN WATER COMPANY, PUBLIC ADVOCATES OFFICE, CITY OF DUARTE, CITY OF
SAN MARINO AND CITY OF THOUSAND OAKS ON ISSUES IN THE GENERAL RATE CASE, APPLICATION
19-07-004
Nina Beety 277 Mar Vista Dr.
Monterey, CA 93940 831-655-9902
Date: February 19, 2021
E-mail: nbeety@netzero.net

Application of California-American Water Company (U210W) for Authorization to Increase its Revenues
for Water Service by $25,999,900 or 10.60% in the year 2021, by $9,752,500 or 3.59% in the year 2022,
and by $10,754,500 or 3.82% in the year 2023. Application 19-07-004 (Filed July 1, 2019)

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA PROTEST OF NINA BEETY TO
JOINT MOTION FOR ADOPTION OF A SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN CALIFORNIA-AMERICAN
WATER COMPANY, PUBLIC ADVOCATES OFFICE, CITY OF DUARTE, CITY OF SAN MARINO AND CITY OF
THOUSAND OAKS ON ISSUES IN THE GENERAL RATE CASE, APPLICATION 19-07-004 I.

Introduction
In accordance with Rule 2.6 of the California Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) Rules of
Practice and Procedure (“Rules”), Nina Beety submits this protest to the Joint Motion for adoption of the
Settlement Agreement dated January 22, 2021 between California-American Water Company
(“California American Water”), and the Public Advocates Office at the California Public Utilities
Commission (“Cal Advocates”), City of Duarte, City of San Marino, and City of Thousand Oaks
(collectively, the “Parties”), Application 19-07-004 (“Application”). II. Issues In support of the protest,
Nina Beety states the following: The provisions protested are Provisions B (4, 14(2)), C, D, and E, and
Appendix C which impact on the General Rate Case (GRC). Application of California-American Water
Company (U210W) for Authorization to Increase its Revenues for Water Service by $25,999,900 or
10.60% in the year 2021, by $9,752,500 or 3.59% in the year 2022, and by $10,754,500 or 3.82% in the
year 2023 Application 19-07-004 (Filed July 1, 2019) 3 Due to factual errors, omissions, and
misrepresentations, this settlement is insufficient, invalid, and against the public’s interest. As a result of
this as well as what appear to be unlawful actions by California American Water, this settlement
agreement should be disregarded. - - - A. Background On July 1, 2016, California American Water filed rate case Application 16-07-002 for
2018-2020. In it, California American Water presented a proposal to implement AMI in San Diego,
Ventura, Monterey and Los Angeles County. On December 9, 2016, the CPUC issued Decision 16-12-026

on Rulemaking 11-11-008. In this decision, the Commission ruled: 6.5.4. Authorizing Steps to Phase in
AMI as Described Below “…Accordingly, this Decision orders the commencement of a transition to the
use of AMI for Class A and B water services to increase data for customer and operational use, produce
conservation signals through real-time data delivery, improve water management, reduce leaks, and
promote equity and sustainability. …For Class A water IOUs, this Decision orders a gradual approach to
replacement of all existing meters to AMI to be conducted through two rate case cycles on a rolling
geographic basis. This Decision orders Class A water utilities to propose AMI deployment in their
upcoming GRC applications though a phase-in to AMI over one or two rate case cycles for conversion of
existing customer analog meters to AMI. . Those proposals will be assessed for consistency with the
principles of: flexibility to address utility and district circumstances, equity, conservation signals to
promote sustainability with a directive to address outlier customer behavior, and action to increase data
availability and use for customer and system use. They will also be assessed for their contribution to
leak, backflow, and theft detection, and ability to enable action to address those issues. Those AMI
proposals may identify districts or areas where the existing or anticipated communications
infrastructure and other factors indicate that AMR would be substantially more cost-effective than AMI,
and deploy AMR if comparable leak detection and data communication benefits can be achieved. 4 We
order Class B utilities to consider proposing a transition to AMI over the next one to three rate case
cycles, taking into account…” (p. 62-64) The order states on p. 85-86: 7. Class A and Class B water utility
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) proposals currently before the Commission shall receive due
consideration. Class A and Class B water utilities shall consider filing, in the General Rate Case or in a
standalone, separate application, proposals for Commission consideration to deploy AMI when
converting flat rate customers to metered customers, for replacement of obsolete or damaged meters,
and for meters in new construction. In districts or areas where the existing or anticipated
communications infrastructure and other factors indicate that Advanced Meter Reading (AMR) would be
substantially more cost-effective than AMI, Class A and B water utilities may deploy AMR to such
customers if comparable leak detection and data communication benefits can be achieved. The
Commission will decide on the appropriateness of Class A and B water utility proposals in the respective
General Rate Cases or standalone applications.” While the rate case was still ongoing, California
American Water began installing AMI meters despite having no authorization from the CPUC. On Oct.
13, 2018 company workers came to my neighborhood to install AMI. They returned on Oct. 20, 2018
and installed an AMI meter on my family’s water line (despite a flag on our account that we could not
have an EMF emitting meter due to my disability). I heard from other Monterey Peninsula residents that
California American Water was installing meters in their neighborhoods. California American Water
personnel told me the CPUC was “forcing” the company to install 5000 AMI meters in 2018 and another
5000 AMI meters in 2019. On December 20, 2018, the CPUC issued its Decision 18-12-021 on A.16-07002 and denied California American Water’s proposal to implement AMI, saying “Cal-Am must still meet
its burden of proof of demonstrating that the project is reasonable, cost-effective, and beneficial to
ratepayers. Cal-Am states that “AMI represents a significant capital investment…”371 We find that CalAm has failed to provide sufficient information regarding the benefits and costs of its AMI plan that 5
justifies this significant capital investment. Therefore, we deny Cal-Am’s request for widescale
deployment of AMI in its San Diego, Ventura, Monterey, and Los Angeles County service districts and
associated O&M expenses related to AMI. … If results from the pilots support that AMI is cost-justified,
Cal-Am is encouraged to make a new proposal for AMI implementation in a future application or GRC.
(p. 142) Conclusions of Law (starts on p.304) 85. Cal-Am’s request for widescale deployment of AMI in its

San Diego, Ventura, Monterey, and Los Angeles County services districts and request for associated
O&M expenses related to AMI should be denied. Specific Findings of Fact #179-185 (beginning on p.
271) Order Paragraph #46 All motions not previously addressed are denied.” (p. 340) On July 1, 2019,
California American Water submitted the current rate case application for 2021-2023 – A.19-07-004. In
this application, California American Water submitted a new proposal to implement AMI in Monterey
and Ventura Counties only, stating it wanted to begin AMI deployment in 2022. Q. 158. What is
California American Water’s schedule for implementing the AMI plan? A158. California American
Water’s current proposal, based on current information, is to implement AMI over the two-year period
spanning calendar years 2022 and 2023. In 2022, the primary proposed activities would include vendor
selection, business process design, system integration, external stakeholder outreach, field deployment
planning, and beginning the build-out of the AMI network… As proposed, meter replacement and MIU
installation would begin in Ventura in January of 2023 and last for six months. In the Central Division,
meter replacement and MIU installation is proposed to begin in April and last for nine months…All field
deployment work will be supported by a comprehensive customer outreach/education campaign
including website content, pre/post-installation mailers, and other customer 6 communications to
explain the benefits of AMI to customers and encourage enrollment in the portal. (Hofer, p. 86, see also
Answer 159, p. 87) California American Water did not admit that it had already installed AMI to as many
as 10,000 Monterey County customers or more – up to 25% or more -- and an unknown number of
customers in Ventura, San Diego, and Los Angeles Counties. On February 10, 2020, I submitted a motion
for party status. On February 22, 2020, ALJ Gerald Kelly denied my motion. On April 20, 2020, I filed
public records request 20-189 with the CPUC asking for records on California American Water’s claim of
being “forced” to install AMI meters. CPUC staff could not find any records to substantiate this claim. On
July 24, 2020, I filed comments on A.19-07-004 to the CPUC and the parties in this proceeding. This
protest is timely filed. B. Protest Scope I protest that the settlement agreement does not address all
relevant issues or fully and fairly resolve them in this proceeding (III), is not fair or reasonable, will not
serve the public interest, is not consistent with the Law (IV) and has factual errors. At issue in this
protest: i. Provision B B. Whether the Commission should approve the 17 Special Requests in the
Application a. #4 Leak Adjustment Policy and Recovery b. #14. Elimination of Duplicative or Unnecessary
Reporting 2) – Customer Complaint Reporting ii. Provision C C. Whether the Commission should approve
the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”) for Ventura County and Central Division service areas
with an estimated cost of $3.7 million. iii. Provision D D. Evaluate the adequacy of California American
Water’s Customer Service. 7 iv. Provision E E. Evaluate whether California American Water follows all
statutory and regulatory requirements. a. CPUC orders and decisions b. Federal and State laws v.
Settlement Attachment G-2 AMI/AMR Opt Out Tariff - - - i. Provision B - Special Requests a. Special
Request #4 - Leak Adjustment Policy and Recovery Smart water meters were installed in Monterey
County beginning approximately in 2012. The local news media began carrying stories of high bills.1
Despite 9 years of AMR and approximately 2 years of AMI in some areas, high bills continue. Clearly,
AMI/AMR is not solving the problem. There has been no public investigation as to the cause of these
high bills. AMR/AMI meters may be the problem in an unknown number of cases, providing false
readings due to signal interference or meter malfunction. Some residents with high bills have told news
reporters that investigators found no leaks. How many of these high bills are due to false reads and not
actual water use? I raised this issue in protest letters to California American Water’s advice letters
requesting reimbursement for “leak” adjustments (see July 24, 2020 Comments on A.19-07-004), but
this critical question has not been addressed. Yet, this is a common problem with AMR/AMI systems for

electricity and water.2 A Netherlands study3 found Smart electric meters could cause readings up to
580% above the actual usage. 1 http://www.montereyherald.com/local/ci_21294053/cal-am-awashdisputed-water-bills http://www.montereyherald.com/news/ci_25309925/monterey-man-gets-24kwater-bill-whopper http://montereyherald.com/calambills 2 https://www.change.org/p/town-ofkindersley-council-members-and-cao-the-residents-of-kindersley-needanswers-for-high-water-bills-andnotice-of-leaks http://www.metering.com/news/smart-water-meters-tinleys-plan-to-loan-replacefaulty-units/ http://www.krgv.com/news/weslaco-bills-resident-48-000-for-water-service 8 These are
huge dollar amounts from the Central District. How much of the millions of dollars below are not real
dollar losses? If some meters are giving false reads, California American Water is not entitled to
reimbursement. This must be investigated by the CPUC. 2015-2018 leak adjustment chart, from Wes
Owens testimony, 7-1-19, p. 39 The reason for installing AMR/AMI meters was to reduce water loss due
to leaks, but AMR/AMI have proven that they don’t reduce leaks, because these high figures continue,
making their source questionable. AMR/AMI are not the solution for water conservation. It makes no
fiscal sense and would be a failure of reasoned decisionmaking to put millions of the public’s money into
a failed program -- AMI is a more costly version of the previous AMR -- while continuing to pay California
American Water millions more every year for “leaks” from using this system . “Leak” numbers should
include acre feet numbers. This is particularly important if rate structures change, which would make it
impossible to compare numbers of “lost” water year to year. Some high bills are due to broken pipes in
the ground which may be appropriate as a socialized cost across all customers. However, some high bills
are due to customer carelessness. California American Water has failed to explain why all customers are
paying for the negligence of a few who leave the water running or have a detectable leak in their house
or overuse. It is unjust to make customers pay for others’ mistakes or lack of responsibility. 3
https://www.powergrid.news/2018-10-17-smart-meters-are-wildly-inaccurate.html 9 i. Provision B –
Special Requests b. Special Request #14 - Elimination of Duplicative or Unnecessary Reporting: 2)
Customer Complaint Reporting Easily understandable customer service reports are necessary. They
must not only continue, but be improved for accountability. California American Water is not tracking
customer complaints California American Water does not track complaints that get resolved through a
customer service representative (“CSR”) interaction or a local office/local employee interaction with a
customer. The distinction between a customer inquiry and a customer complaint is a fine line, subject to
interpretation. All customer interactions are captured within California American Water’s Customer
Information System (“CIS”); however, in order to compile data for the report in question, California
American Water must undertake a detailed analysis of account notes or interaction records for each
individual customer interaction just to determine whether the interaction is a complaint or simply an
inquiry. The difficult in retrospectively categorizing customer interactions into complaints versus
inquiries based on account notes makes it very tough to compare with any accuracy the results between
reports. (Pilz, p. 28-29) This seems like excuses, rather than real substantive reasons for not tracking
expenses for the CPUC and the public. It’s important to know what are the common reasons for
customers to complain. The reporting on CPUC formal and informal complaints provides very little of
value. The number of customers aware of a CPUC complaint process is probably very low. Of those who
do know, are those who feel that complaining to the CPUC will do no good, especially if they’ve tried this
in the past and gotten little response or a negative one. That same applies to those who have
complained to California American Water. What the company feels is a resolved complaint may not be
the customer’s experience. California American Water is requesting over $1 million for a SCADA upgrade
to include $300,000 per year for software and other expenses. Creating reporting of customer

complaints and contacts should not be difficult or costly if the company has a commitment to 10
customer care. One simple step would be categorizing customer contacts at the end of each
conversation. My family has gotten poor service from California American Water, including repeated
lack of responsiveness, and inappropriate record-keeping, solutions, and follow-through on significant
issues. Though we have interacted with some professional and caring individuals, our experiences have
indicated that as a company, California American Water is not committed to customer service and is not
responsive to correcting problems experienced by customers. If the CPUC had reports with customer
complaint information, it would have a clearer picture of what customers are experiencing. ii. Provision
C – AMI This provision has many factual errors. “No party submitted any testimony opposing California
American Water’s AMI proposal or identifying any problems with California American Water’s proposal.
California American Water therefore requests the Commission approve the AMI program as proposed.”
(Settlement p. 6) CAW additionally proposes implementation of Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(“AMI”)) beginning in 2022, which CAW believes will also promote the objectives of more efficient and
effective water conservation. Cal Advocates did not oppose CAW’s AMI proposal…” (Settlement, Exh. A.
p. 3) These statements are false: 1. “Estimated cost of $3.7 million” - The actual estimated cost is $41.12
million, making it incorrect by a factor of 11. “The cumulative cost over a 20-year period for
implementing AMI technology amounts to $41.12M.” (Hofer testimony, p. 108 at 13) The capitol cost is
estimated at $12 million in 2022 alone, and over $16 million is estimated for 2023 (Hofer, p. 109), with
most of the cost taking place in the first two years. 11 “Using current assumptions, Figure 7 shows
approximately $28.17M of the $41.12M AMI program costs will be incurred during the two years of
deployment. A peak in costs will be seen in year 1, when California American Water will build the AMI
fixed network, and year 2, when California American Water will procure and install all AMI endpoints.”
(Hofer, p. 109-110 beginning at 27) California American Water has already spent an unknown amount in
AMI deployment without authorization (see below). I was unable to find any mention of how this $41M
will be paid. It was missing from public noticing as well, despite that MPWMD and California American
Water are engaged in buy-out negotiations. Any capitol expense becomes highly relevant to that
proceeding. Customers will bear these costs, whether in the present rate case or as part of the buy-out
price. 2. “No party submitted any testimony opposing California American Water’s AMI proposal” a.
Party MPWMD opposes California American Water’s AMI proposal, and in this proceeding, MPWMD
withdrew its support for the company’s AMI proposal for the Monterey District, as well as opt-out fees.
That is in the record, and MPWMD’s counsel has confirmed that. California American Water is
misrepresenting the record. b. I submitted public testimony along with other members of the public
opposing California American Water’s AMI proposal. That is in the record as well. 3. “No party submitted
any testimony…identifying any problems with California American Water’s proposal” is false. a. I and
other company customers identified problems with AMI. That is also in the record in public comments.
b. I applied for party status and in my motion also submitted testimony opposing this AMI proposal and
identifying problems. The CPUC rejected my motion for party status, forecasting that others would raise
these issues. They did not. The CPUC excluded my testimony by excluding me as a party. I was the only
potential party to be rejected. 4. “California American Water’s proposal” is false. 12 California American
Water has already installed AMI -- at least 10,000 AMI meters in the Monterey District alone according
to company personnel -- in violation of CPUC orders, and it may have installed AMI meters in other areas
of California in violation of CPUC orders. The company repeatedly refers to AMI as a yet-to-be
commenced project, and the settlement does not acknowledge that California American Water has
already installed AMI. Furthermore, • The CPUC has not addressed those violations as of this date. • The

settlement ignores California American Water’s violations of CPUC orders regarding AMI installation •
California American Water is seeking after-the-fact approval without identifying it as such. • California
American Water did not provide its customers any notification about its AMI proposal or the estimated
costs in GRC notices, and by doing so, mischaracterized the GRC. • California American Water
mischaracterized the AMI program to the public and the Commission, including AMI meter/component
lifespan, meter pulses, and expense. • California American Water falsely state AMI meters send
radiofrequency radiation pulses “every four to six hours” (Hofer testimony, A 173 at 24, p. 97) The spec
sheet for the Neptune AMI R900 unit4 used by California American Water says it pulses constantly – a
100 mW pulse every 14 seconds and a 1-watt pulse every 7 ½ minutes. • The lifespan of electronic
components that may include the meters themselves can be expected to be 5-7 years,5 not 20 years as
stated by California American Water,6 especially given their exposure to weather and water. AMI
meters frequently malfunction.7 4 http://smartmeterharm.org/?attachment_id=3117 5 Congressional
testimony, http://smartgridawareness.org/2015/10/29/smart-meters-have-life-of-5-to-7-years/ 6 Hofer
testimony, A177 p. 99 7 Example
http://www.energycentral.com/gridtandd/gridoperations/articles/2368/Dirty-Little-SecretSmartDevices-are-Consumer-Electronics/ 13 • California American Water’s estimate of cost is
unrealistic, given costs encountered by other AMI roll-outs. Based on experience, actual costs will likely
be a minimum of 2-4 times higher. According to SCE’s AMI business case, the total cost to customers will
be greater than $5 billion, rather than the $1.6 billion cost explicitly approved by the CPUC, which only
includes nominal deployment costs.8 • California American Water hasn’t presented a full proposal –
including number and spacing of nodes/small cells, locations, what they will look like/type of
equipment, contracts with PG&E, permitting requirements and issues • California American Water
hasn’t presented the probable, expensive, and delaying obstacles in installing AMI infrastructure
including permitting, wireless ordinance restrictions in residential neighborhoods, and the increasing
awareness and opposition of community residents to this infrastructure and the AMI program. • By
withdrawing its support, Party MPWMD has stated AMI is not in the public interest. • California
American Water’s planned 62,517 constantly transmitting AMI meters and MIUs are a significant change
to the human environment, and as such, must have a CEQA evaluation. iii. Provision D - Customer
service California American Water customer service is inadequate. In 2018 when I called the company’s
customer service number several times to reach the local office, the customer service representatives
told me they didn’t have a phone number to give me. I asked them what they did in an emergency to
contact the office, and they told me they could only email the office, and they sympathized with me. 8
For instance, http://www.dra.ca.gov/general.aspx?id=1517 Case Study of Smart Meter System
Deployment - Recommendations for Ensuring Ratepayer Benefits CPUC Office of Public Advocates
(formerly DRA), March 2012 14 On October 22, 2020, California American Water personnel came to our
house to replace our water meter with an AMI meter, saying the register was broken. They did not
contact me first as I had requested several times, nor did they knock on the door. They just turned off
the main. I told them that I can only have an analog meter, that our file should be flagged, and this is an
ADA situation that I had arranged with corporate in San Diego. The worker was unaware of this. He said
they didn’t have any parts to replace the register, and they didn’t have another meter in stock because
they apparently hadn’t ordered an extra one when they bought mine. I asked him to estimate our bill
until the part arrived. His supervisor called me after he left and said they wanted to replace the meter
that day. I said that wasn’t possible and repeated what I told the technician. I asked her to estimate the
bill until a replacement part arrived. I haven’t heard from the company since. California American Water

is still estimating our bill four months later, and the company hasn’t done anything to fix the meter.
These are two examples of California American Water customer service in addition to my comments on
Provision B(b) iv. Provision E – Regulatory Compliance a. CPUC orders and decisions “E. Evaluate
whether Cal-Am follows all statutory and regulatory requirements. Prior to filing its Application,
California American Water performed a comprehensive review of all compliance items, including fully
documenting the results and actions taken to ensure all historical compliance items have been
addressed.5 The Parties did not identify any problems with the compliance activities identified by
California American Water. …The Settlement Agreement further reflects Cal Advocates’ agreement that
California American Water complied with specific ordering paragraphs from its last GRC decision, D.1812-021. The Commission should, therefore, conclude that California American Water is in compliance
with known regulatory requirements, and that its water quality, water quality management, and safety
programs are reasonable and in compliance with applicable law.” Exh. A, 13.6, p. 128-129 15 California
American Water began installing AMI at least as early as 2018, in violation of D.16-12-028 (R.11-11-008)
which required CPUC authorization. When the CPUC rejected California American Water’s AMI proposal
in Dec. 2018, as the company rep clearly testifies in #205, (Hofer, Attachment A, Compliance), the
company was in double violation – to date, at least 4 years. This was not addressed in this proceeding.
California American Water has not followed all statutory and regulatory requirements. California
American Water has not complied with the specific ordering paragraphs in D. 18-12- 021 or with certain
known regulatory requirements, and has violated CPUC orders, decisions, and procedures. California
American Water has made “false and dishonest statements.” In Stephen Wes Owens Testimony
(Attachment 1 – Compliance) for example, he describes AMI as in the future -- “planned AMI roll-out
strategy”, “proposed AMI”, “shall be proposed”, “initiate investment” and “While a proposed AMI
retrofit in its Coastal and Southern California divisions was not authorized in the 2018 rate case, AMI will
be proposed again (in Monterey and Ventura) in the 2021-2023 rate case” to describe California
American Water’s future AMI project actions (Compliance Orders #204, 205, 209, 238). The orders
mostly reference Decision 16-12-026 which tells water IOUs to propose AMI projects in their next rate
cycles. Compliance Order #288 also states: “P. 10. Each report submitted by Cal-Am shall be certified
under penalty of perjury and shall contain the following statement…Any false or dishonest statement
may be grounds for prosecution.” In the comment column, California American Water typed, ”Agree”
The Parties were informed of these violations, yet ”did not identify any problems with the compliance
activities identified by California American Water.” This is grossly negligent and displays a lack of
reasoned decision making. I was a recipient of California American Water’s misconduct as were many
others in Monterey when the company rushed ahead of CPUC authorization to install AMI. California
American Water did this before. In A.18-07-001, it was disclosed that the company installed AMI in the
Dominquez district when it had only been authorized to install AMR. It further installed AMI endpoints
in Selma and Salinas districts that were not approved in 16 the previous GRC (D.16-12-042), and that
settlement agreement actually excluded AMI projects and associated costs for the Salinas district (Public
Advocates Opening Brief. 9/9/19). As a result of its false statements and violation of CPUC orders, the
Commission should conclude that California American Water is not in compliance. Cal Advocates’
“agreement” is not relevant to whether or not California American Water is in compliance or does the
right thing. With budget cuts, strained staff, and complex rate cases such as this, it is unknown how
many Cal Advocates staff persons are available and have time to evaluate and research all the various
aspects and make determinations on company claims and requests and whether the company is
comprehensively compliant. iv. Provision E - Compliance b. Federal and state laws This proceeding has

been exemplified by discrimination against and exclusion of a class of disabled people. By rejecting my
motion for party status, the Commission took the position that state and federal laws such as
ADA/ADAA and FHA/FHAA have no bearing on this proceeding and could not be considered. The
settlement does not acknowledge ADA/ADAA, FHA/FHAA, or state equivalent rules or the disabled
customers who would be impacted by this decision. The presence of these meters and their
infrastructure everywhere – in proximity to homes, in sidewalks, along streets, next to all buildings
including essential services such as grocery stores and doctors’ offices, and public buildings – impacts
the civil rights of people disabled by electromagnetic sensitivity or other EMF-sensitive medical
conditions such as myself, blocking access and discriminating against us. The proximity to homes is a
barrier to the use and enjoyment of the home as I and others discovered when AMI electric and gas
utility meters were rolled out and now AMI water meters. Experienced healthcare professionals who
work with patients like me advise reduced exposure to these EMF emissions and avoidance of EMFemitting devices to avoid flareups and worsening of symptoms. An AMI/AMR roll-out increases exposure
everywhere, and there is no escape or protection. The settlement also ignores Public Utilities Code
7901. Prior to AMR/AMI, the analog mechanical water meters which are often embedded in the public’s
right of way (PROW) have been passive devices. Now they have become essentially EMF-emitting
telecommunications 17 devices. The signaling comes out of the meter vault and intrudes on the PROW.
For people disabled by electromagnetic sensitivity or other EMF-sensitive medical conditions such as
myself, these devices now block the PROW, interfering with my free and equal access and
“incommoding” me. This violates PUC 7901 which does not allow telephone companies to incommode
the public with their equipment. Since AMI/AMR are an access barrier, preventing the full and free use
of streets, sidewalks, public places and buildings, this settlement runs afoul of California Civil Code
Section 54. 54. (a) Individuals with disabilities or medical conditions have the same right as the general
public to the full and free use of the streets, highways, sidewalks, walkways, public buildings, medical
facilities, including hospitals, clinics, and physicians' offices, public facilities, and other public places. The
ADA Amendments Act, § 35.101 states -- Purpose and broad coverage. (a) Purpose. The purpose of this
part is to implement subtitle A of title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 1213112134), as amended by the ADA Amendments Act of 2008 (ADA Amendments Act) (Pub. L. 110-325, 122
Stat. 3553 (2008)), which prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability by public entities. (b) Broad
coverage. The primary purpose of the ADA Amendments Act is to make it easier for people with
disabilities to obtain protection under the ADA. Consistent with the ADA Amendments Act's purpose of
reinstating a broad scope of protection under the ADA, the definition of “disability” in this part shall be
construed broadly in favor of expansive coverage to the maximum extent permitted by the terms of the
ADA. The primary object of attention in cases brought under the ADA should be whether entities
covered under the ADA have complied with their obligations and whether discrimination has occurred,
not whether the individual meets the definition of “disability.” The question of whether an individual
meets the definition 18 of “disability” under this part should not demand extensive analysis. This
settlement is discriminatory in its blanket application of AMI. Neither this settlement nor AMI/AMR
provides safe or equal service to water service in compliance with California Public Utility Code 453 (a-c)
for disabled people such as myself. On the contrary, this blocks access to water service and puts me and
others at a disadvantage, including negatively affecting our homes. 453. (a) No public utility shall, as to
rates, charges, service, facilities, or in any other respect, make or grant any preference or advantage to
any corporation or person or subject any corporation or person to any prejudice or disadvantage. (b) No
public utility shall prejudice, disadvantage, or require different rates or deposit amounts from a person

because of ancestry, medical condition, marital status or change in marital status, occupation, or any
characteristic listed or defined in Section 11135 of the Government Code. A person who has exhausted
all administrative remedies with the commission may institute a suit for injunctive relief and reasonable
attorney s fees in cases of an alleged violation of this subdivision. If successful in litigation, the prevailing
party shall be awarded attorney’s fees. The emissions of AMI/AMR system are a public health nuisance
and an environmental hazard. Extensive research in the U.S. and internationally have shown the
widespread health and environmental effects of these emissions. California American Water is not
compliant and neither is this settlement. In addition, California American Water personnel interfered
with a disabled accommodation my neighbors were willing to make to help me. Title 42, Chapter 26,
Section 12203, Prohibition against retaliation and coercion. states (b) Interference, coercion, or
intimidation. It shall be unlawful to coerce, intimidate, threaten, or interfere with any individual in the
exercise or enjoyment of, or on account of his or her having exercised or enjoyed, or on account of his or
her having aided or encouraged any other individual in the exercise or enjoyment of, any right granted
or protected by this chapter. 19 v. Settlement Attachment G-2 - AMI/AMR Opt Out Tariff This tariff is
obscurely placed at the end of the settlement agreement. An opt-out is not a disabled accommodation,
and it has no relevance for ADAA, FHAA, and state equivalent rules. EMF-disabled people do not have a
choice to have an analog and do not “choose” an analog. They are required to have an analog meter to
avoid exacerbation and worsening of their disability. They are not tariffs. An opt-out does not protect
the civil rights of these disabled people to access, to housing, to community, and lack of discrimination
An opt-out is insufficient given the ubiquitous and ever present nature of AMI/AMR systems and their
emissions which can transmit a mile of more. These meters make access to buildings and visiting others’
homes difficult or impossible. Clustered housing and apartments, offices, dense urban areas and
neighborhoods intensify the exposure. Party MPWMD withdrew its support for any opt-out fees should
the CPUC approve the AMI program. That is in the record. Fees to accommodate disabled people are
surcharges and not allowed under the ADA. Healthy people are allowed to have service without an extra
charge. The opt-out fees charge the public for less exposure. III. Conclusion On December 3, 2020, CalAm legal counsel wrote: As California American Water discussed this morning at the status conference,
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (MPWMD) has failed to identify disputed factual issues
that require evidentiary hearings. While there are disputed issues between the parties, the disputes are
over policies and opinions, not the underlying facts. … While MPWMD has identified issues in dispute,
the roots of those disputes are not disagreements as to specific facts, but instead involve positions on
certain projects, policy issues and legal issues. Evidentiary hearings on these disputed issues are
unnecessary and would be a waste of valuable time and resources for the Commission and the parties.
20 This is false. Disputes exist on specific and central facts. However, the Commission waived evidentiary
hearings, despite these unexplored significant factual matters. I was denied party status. In my motion
for party status, I presented information on AMI, as I did at the Seaside Public Participation Hearing and
in my comments to the parties on July 24, 2020. Other ratepayers also presented opposition to AMI. But
the CPUC rejected my motion for party status. Due to this, I was blocked from having legal standing as a
party and blocked from raising these issues of fact and presenting evidence as a party. By shutting me
out of the proceeding, I could only raise these issues of fact as public comments, to which no apparent
weight was accorded. The settling parties ignored my testimony and made a specious and spurious
statement about no problem or opposition received, except that Party MPWMD did submit testimony
that opposed AMI and opt-fees. Parties have committed multiple factual errors. • This settlement has
factual errors, possible legal errors, misrepresents the record and is not based on the evidence in the

record. • The settlement is based on misrepresentations by Cal-Am of the proposal to the public and has
not disclosed to the public that it plans to install AMI. • California American Water has lied to the
Commission and to the public. • As a result, California American Water has prevented the public from
exercising their due process rights. • California American Water ignores the public testimony and
MPWMD’s testimony in this settlement • This settlement is not in the public interest. This settlement is
grossly deficient. I request that you reject it. Citations and links are hereby incorporated by reference.
Dated: February 19, 2021 Respectfully submitted, /s/ Nina Beety Nina Beety 21 Tel: 831-655-9902 Email: nbeety@netzero.net

From: Madison Long <longmadison421@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 23, 2021 at 15:03
Subject: Item 9A (Baxter way)
To: <claudia4slowgrowth@gmail.com>, <kmcnamee@toaks.org>, <aadam@toaks.org>,
<bengler@toaks.org>, <ejones@toaks.org>

Hi Counsel members,
I support building on this site, but just not so large, we have already built so many large structures in the
city adding another seems excessive. I went to Westlake High School (class of 2019) and traffic was
already insane especially during peak hours. It was bad enough that I always had to park further back on
lakeview, right where the new project is being proposed. Westlake, and Oaks Christian generate enough
traffic already, adding another high density project will be just too much. A low medium density project
will be just right.
Thanks, Madison Long
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Name (Opt)

Item#

Silvana Zucca

Community of
Residence (Opt)
Thousand Oaks

9A

In favor/
Opposed
Opposed

Matthew Long

Thousand Oaks

9A

Opposed

Comment
I urge you NOT to approve this amendment.
This does not mean the project cannot be done. If reduced in size to be at a maximum
"Neighborhood Medium", these are the positives:
It will adhere to the character of TO
Traffic will be reduced (this area is already a nightmare)
The builder can plan AROUND the OAKS!!!!!!
Building heights will be no greater than 35 ft
Please also consider requesting all builders to make their projects be all electric. The builders
would save money on gas hookups and all projects built in TO would be leaders in the
movement to clean up our air by not contributing to pollution. As well as Solar panels and EV
charging stations. Renters should also be able to have electric cars!
Please vote NO on this amendment. The density is too high.
Instead, consider making it Medium for Neighborhood density classification.
By doing so, you will reduce traffic, building heights won't exceed 35 ft, which is more in line
with the character of Thousand Oaks, and hopefully the oaks can be spared. After all they are
our namesake!

Melissa Krikorian

Westlake Village

9A

Opposed

I do not want Westlake Village to become the San Fernando Valley. We moved here to get
away from the noise, pollution and population density. The City of TO is already having to
increase the housing in this area. Let's see how the next several years progress as we look at
The City of TO plan evolve and be implemented. The quality of life and property values need
to weighted against growth and development. Right now Lakeview Canyon is a alternative
route to the busy Lindero Canyon and WL Blvd. Now we have to have it be congested and
overrun also? There are plenty of places to build now that COVID has changed the landscape
of workplace in the city. Let's keep the East End of TO more open because "downtown" and
the East end are ready for upgrades.

Oded Barlev

Westlake Village

9A

Opposed

The addition of a high density residential complex at this area is a bad idea because of the
vehicle traffic to local businesses and to/from Westlake High School and the Oaks Christian
Schools which is already heavy and the addition of a residential complex to the same area
will negatively impact the area traffic congestion further.
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Name (Opt)

Item#

Madison Long

Community of
Residence (Opt)
Thousand Oaks

9A

In favor/
Opposed
N/A

Comment

Christine Cyran

Westlake Village

9A

Opposed

I moved here to get away from overcrowding & over building. If that is what I had wanted, I
could of purchased a home in the San Fernando Valley for 1/2 the price.

Larry White

Westlake Village

9A

Opposed

Traffic in this area is already very heavy, especially during school hours. Additional residential
housing in this area would cause the traffic to be absolutely unbearable all the time. Please
deny this request to build residential housing here and keep Westlake Village a desirable
place to live.

Hi Counsel members,
I support building on this site, but just not so large, we have already built so many large
structures in the city adding another seems excessive. I went to Westlake High School (class
of 2019) and traffic was already insane especially during peak hours. It was bad enough that I
always had to park further back on lakeview, right where the new project is being proposed.
Westlake, and Oaks Christian generate enough traffic already, adding another high density
project will be just too much. A low medium density project will be just right.
Thanks, Madison Long
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